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OUR MATERIAL ISSUES
GROUP MATERIAL ISSUE 1

DRIVING FOCUSED GROWTH
We define focused growth as building on and expanding our capabilities to create shareholder value, in a strategically disciplined and
focused manner. Logistics is our major growth vector, with vehicles businesses the major source of operating cash flow. In South Africa our
focus is to grow organically. In the rest of Africa and Europe we will maximise organic growth and seek acquisitions and opportunities to
deepen our penetration within our two value chains and move into areas adjacent to them.

RELEVANT
STAKEHOLDER
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Owners
Debt providers
Investment community
Employees
Organised labour
Clients
Suppliers & OEMs
Business partners
Government and regulators

KEY RISKS
>> Impact of rand weakness on direct
imports of new vehicles
>> Acquisition and business integration
of new companies
>> Funding and gearing management
>> Labour disruptions
>> Credit extension and client
affordability in retail markets
>> Slow economic growth in South
Africa and Europe

STRATEGIC THRUST
>> Review and rebalance the group
portfolio through focused merger
and acquisition activity
>> Drive focused organic growth in
our South African businesses
>> Drive focused international growth
through organic growth and
accretive acquisitions
>> Drive technological advancements
>> Simplify group structures and
processes
>> Closely monitor potential
disruptors in our industry
>> Grow in the rest of Africa and
internationally

ACHIEVEMENTS
DURING THE YEAR
>> Logistics Africa acquired 62,5% of
the issued share capital of Pharmed, a
pharmaceutical wholesaler in South Africa.
>> As part of its clear strategy to drive growth in
Africa, Logistics Africa acquired a 70% interest
in Imres, a wholesaler of pharmaceutical and
medical supplies.
>> In the UK, the Vehicle Retail, Rental and
Aftermarket Parts division acquired 100%
of the issued share capital of S&B Commercials
plc.
>> The proposed sale of Imperial`s interest in
Regent to The Hollard Insurance Group is the
first major disposal of a non-core business.
>> Logistics Africa implemented a number of
initiatives to lower fuel consumption, focusing
both on the configuration and streamlining of
trucks to reduce fuel consumption, and
route optimisation.
>> Net new contract gains in the Logistics divisions.
>> Enhanced working capital management,
currency hedging management
and vehicle ordering.
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GROUP MATERIAL ISSUE 2

ACCESSING AND ALLOCATING CAPITAL TO ACHIEVE
RISK-ADJUSTED RETURN ON CAPITAL INVESTED
The group accesses debt funding at competitive rates. Capital is allocated from the centre to existing assets, organic growth or acquisitions in
those sectors and jurisdictions where targeted growth will be achieved, based on our clear strategy and expected returns.

RELEVANT
STAKEHOLDER
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Owners
Debt providers
Investment community
Employees
Business partners

KEY RISKS
>> Funding and gearing management
>> Acquisition and business integration
of new companies
>> Impact of rand weakness on direct
imports of new vehicles
>> Slow economic growth in
South Africa and Europe

Group material
issues

The top five material issues
the group must manage
to ensure value creation
for all its stakeholders.
The CEO’s review on page 42
discusses our material issues.
The business model on page
8 sets out the group’s role in
relation to its subsidiaries.

STRATEGIC THRUST
>> Review and rebalance the group
portfolio through focused merger
and acquisition activity
>> Drive focused organic growth in
our South African businesses
>> Drive focused international growth
through organic growth and
accretive acquisitions, including in
the rest of Africa
>> Drive technology advantage

Relevant
stakeholder

The stakeholders who
are most impacted by,
or have the greatest impact
on, our material issues.
Our stakeholders, key issues
raised and our responses are
set out on pages 22 to 27.

Strategic thrust

The strategic focus areas
which enable the group to
address its material issues.
Our strategic thrusts are
discussed in detail on pages
12 to 19.

ACHIEVEMENTS
DURING THE YEAR
>> ROIC > WACC + risk-adjusted premium
(by major jurisdiction) has been set as the
overarching target for evaluating the group’s
portfolio of businesses, and allocating capital
to the group’s organic and acquisitive growth
strategy.
>> Group WACC: 8,8%
>> Group ROIC: 11,8%
>> The achievement of this target has been set as
a major determinant of executive remuneration.

Key risks

The top risks being managed
to ensure the successful
execution of strategy, in
relation to the group’s
material issues.
For more detail on our key
risks, see the risk table on
page 20.

Achievements
during the year
Key activities and

developments during
the year towards addressing
the group’s material issues.
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GROUP MATERIAL ISSUE 3

REDUCING OUR EXPOSURE TO CURRENCY RISK
The revenue and profit streams specifically affected by the volatility of the rand, mainly in relation to directly imported vehicles, must
in time become a smaller part of Imperial. This will be achieved by developing non-currency related revenue and operating profit
opportunities in the vehicles value chain, and accelerating organic and acquisitive growth in the rest of the group. Hedging instruments
are used to manage ongoing operational currency risk.

RELEVANT
STAKEHOLDER
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Owners
Debt providers
Investment community
Employees
Clients
Suppliers and OEMs

KEY RISKS
>> Impact of rand weakness on direct
imports of new vehicles

STRATEGIC THRUST
>> Review and rebalance the group
portfolio through focused merger
and acquisition activity
>> Drive focused organic growth in
our South African businesses
>> Drive focused international growth
through organic growth and
accretive acquisitions

ACHIEVEMENTS
DURING THE YEAR
>> 8% growth in non-vehicle revenue
(including Regent) to R48,9 billion (44% of
group revenue).
>> 14% growth in non-vehicle operating profit
(including Regent) to R3,7 billion (59% of
group operating profit).
>> 17% growth in foreign revenue (including
Regent) to R41,1 billion (37% of
group revenue).
>> 23% increase in operating profit from foreign
operations (including rest of Africa) to
R2,0 billion (32% of group operating profit).
>> Enhanced currency exposure management.
See the Vehicle Import, Distribution and Dealerships
divisional review on page 68 for more information.
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GROUP MATERIAL ISSUE 4

STAFFING FOR PERFORMANCE AND SUCCESSION
The performance and sustainability of Imperial will be assured by talented leadership. We have embarked on a structured process
to assess and develop Imperial’s 150 most senior executives, which will also address our short-term succession and transformation
requirements. To attract and develop the desired level of talent throughout the group, we are determined to establish Imperial as an
employer of choice in our sectors.

RELEVANT
STAKEHOLDER
>> Employees
>> Organised labour
>> Government and regulators

KEY RISKS
>> Labour disruptions
>> Succession and talent management

STRATEGIC THRUST
>> Implement transformational talent
management structures and
processes
>> Closely monitor potential disruptors
in our industry

ACHIEVEMENTS
DURING THE YEAR
>> The Imperial Executive Forum was established
to assess and develop the 150 most senior
executives across the group and address
succession and transformation requirements.
>> A Talent Management Strategy and Framework
is being implemented to build and assess the
group’s talent pool.
>> A new HR Architecture is being developed to
support the above initiatives by providing a
foundation for effective people practices and
standardised processes.
>> The Imperial Training Academies offer training
in seven automotive trades. In 2015, 1 017
new apprentices joined the programmes.
121 people qualified in 2015 after successful
completion of the three-year programme.
The total investment in academies over
three years amounts to R106 million.
>> Total skills development spend of R39 million
in 2015.

The
Sustainable Development Report provides
more detail on talent management initiatives.
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> O UR INVESTMENT CASE

GROUP MATERIAL ISSUE 5

ENHANCING SOCIETAL IMPACT AND LEGITIMACY
AMONG ALL STAKEHOLDERS
At its core, Imperial enables the movement of people and goods in society. The scale of certain group businesses positions them as
systemically important to their host environments. We touch the lives of hundreds of thousands of people around the world as an
employer, a provider and purchaser of goods and services, a property owner, a taxpayer and a major user of energy and infrastructure.
The responsibility attached to each of these roles demands a thorough understanding and management of the societal impact of our core
activities well beyond conventional commercial considerations.

RELEVANT
STAKEHOLDER
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Employees
Clients
Suppliers and OEMs
Organised labour
Government and regulators
Civil society and communities

KEY RISKS
>> Labour disruptions
>> Third-party dependence and
reliance
>> Reputation and brand perception
>> Regulatory compliance
>> Failure to achieve group and
national emissions targets

STRATEGIC THRUST
>> Implement transformational talent
management structures and
processes
>> Ensure superior governance and
transparency, and improve
corporate reputation
>> Closely monitor potential disruptors
in our industry

ACHIEVEMENTS
DURING THE YEAR
>> A detailed economic impact and stakeholder
survey is being undertaken to understand
perceptions of key stakeholders and identify
potential areas of risk in our relationships.
>> 16 libraries have been established, with a
further 10 planned for the next two years,
through the Imperial and Ukhamba Community
Development Trust; currently the Trust impacts
20 000 learners.
>> As part of the group’s road safety initiatives,
scholar patrol programmes have been
implemented in 660 schools nationwide, reaching
over a quarter of a million learners, and more
than 5 013 car seats have been redistributed.
>> Healthcare services are provided through
16 Unjani clinics which service over 32 000
patients annually.
>> Total CSI spend of R27,3 million.
>> Under the Next Generation scholarship
programme, 57 children of Imperial staff
received bursaries for university study across
South Africa, at a cost of R2 million.
See the Sustainable Development Report
for more information.

